
Vulnerable multi-polar systems. 

Academics, politicians and diplomats from more than 55 countries participated to the 
December 2019 Annual Conference of EU Non-Proliferation and Disarmament 
Consortium. EUNPD is the European coordinator of independent think tanks on non-
proliferation and disarmament of nuclear weapons. Aim of the conference was to 
disseminate knowledge primarily among policy makers. 

I consider it useful and appropriate to outline my main conclusions from the 
conference I was privileged to attend:

The nuclear crises of North Korea and Iran monopolised participants’ interest. In this 
regard, the US proposals were remarkable. The American Assistant Secretary of 
DoS suggested implementation of a “normative approach” in confronting nuclear 
crises, additionally to the “regulatory approach”.  Moscow’s representative rejected 
the proposal as “disappointing”. It would jeopardise the authority of the global 
institutions like the NPT, IAEA and UNSC.  

An equal reaction received the US invitation to China for negotiations, including 
Russia, on nuclear disarmament. Moscow characterised the proposal “ironic” and 
“provocative” for it ignores all other nuclear powers, specifically the US allies UK and 
France.   Encouraging message or well thought American-Russian tactic for leading 
Beijing into negotiations?

Beijing responded categorically:  "Our nuclear arsenal is much smaller than the US 
equivalent; it is not fair to accept now negotiations on nuclear disarmament. Perhaps 
in the near future ". Obviously, a strategic response from China.

USA’s withdrawal from the Iran nuclear deal, JCPOA, met negative critics by almost 
all participants.  Teheran, emphasised its peoples’ decisiveness not to capitulate 
under US sanctions adding that, despite of them, the country’s economy restarted 
growing due to out-of-dollar trade with Iran’s 17 neighbors, including China and 
Russia. I believe, the fate of the Iranian nuclear crisis will be judged in the next 11 
months, until the presidential elections in USA. It is a matter of endurance on both 
sides. 

The North Korean nuclear crisis was analysed and the inability of the international 
community to solve it was criticised, underlining major nuclear powers’ 
responsibilities. 

Luxemburg’s question on the impact of possible nuclearisation of Turkey remained 
unanswered. Certainly not a diplomatic silence.

Allow me the reflection: Laws of nature apply equally on microcosm and macrocosm. 
They consider multi-polar systems more flexible yet weaker than the relatively stable 
but dangerous bipolar equilibria. The world order should not be ignored by 
corresponding human geopolitical arrangements. The multi-polar system of the 
current nine nuclear weapon possessors is certainly more flexible but likewise more 



vulnerable than the once strong but more dangerous nuclear bipolar USA-Soviet 
Union. 

Dynamics of balance and power shifting are universal. Winners are countries which 
respect them.
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